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Part 1 // Introduction
1.

Background

1.1 Auckland Council has commissioned a
1

“360” review of Northart, which is a local
centre for the visual arts based in
Northcote, Auckland in the Kaipātiki Local
2
Board area of Auckland Council. The
facility offers five spacious galleries that
host a varied programme of individual and
group exhibitions. These are
complemented with floor talks, ‘meet the
artist’ events, films, seminars and exhibition
opening events. Large exterior windows
provide a significant additional exhibition
space that displays a variety of art works
for people walking by.
1.2 West Shore Community Arts Council (WSCAC) established Northart in 1998 with the appointment

of Wendy Harsant as curator and general manager. With the dis-establishment of WSCAC,
Northart was constituted as an incorporated society in 2013. It receives grant funding from
Auckland Council through Kaipātiki Local Board.

2.

Purpose and context of the ‘360’ review

2.1 For Auckland Council, the purpose of undertaking a “360 review” of Northart has a number of

aligned elements:
•

To consider how Northart is or is not providing value to its members and wider communities of
interest

•

To assess whether the currenting operating model of Northart is in line with Auckland Council plans
3
including Kaipātiki Local Board Plan, the Auckland Plan and Toi Whitiki

•

To provide a set of key findings to assist key stakeholders including Northart Incorporated Society to
make strategic decisions related to the current and future development of Northart.

2.2 An important context of the review is the significant urban development of Northcote to provide up

to 1200 new homes by 2021 as well as public and community amenities, including parks and the
4
revitalisation of Northcote Town Centre . A consortium of agencies is behind the redevelopment
including Housing New Zealand, the Hobsonville Land Company and Panuku Development
5
Auckland .

1

Proposal document provided to Elisabeth Vaneveld by David Hebenton, Arts and Culture Adviser at Auckland Council. See
Appendix One: Glossary for a definition of ‘360 Review’.

2

Northart is located in the Northcote Shopping Centre, 15 minutes from downtown Auckland and 10 minutes from Takapuna.
The shopping centre offers many Asian restaurants and eateries that attract customers from ‘near and far’.

3

Toi Whītiki is Auckland’s arts & culture strategic action plan, which has been endorsed by a wide range of national and local
agencies and arts & cultural organisations working in Auckland.

4

Northart is located in the Norman King Building, which is a community and multiagency resource centre located in the
Northcote Town Centre.

5

Panuku is a CCO (Council Controlled Organisation) of Auckland Council; it manages about $1.5 billion in land and buildings
that Council owns.
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Part 2 // Setting the Scene
1. Northcote // a unique history shaped by place
1.1 Maori occupation of the north shores of Waitemata Harbour is lengthy, extending approximately a
thousand years, until the early 20th century. The signs of occupation are evident from place names,
archaeological sites, such as middens and karaka groves and landscape features, such as pa sites –
all indicating a complex web of successive occupation, migration and conquest. As a result, Ngati
6
Whatua, Ngati Paoa and Kawerau A Maki claim mana whenua over the North Shore.
1.2 There are a small number of Marae on the Waitemata’s northern shores including Awataha Marae
located in Northcote. It was given special zone status by North Shore City Council in the 1990s
under its District Plan.
1.3 In 1841, the land that is now Birkenhead and Northcote was part of the Mahurangi Block, which
was sold to New Zealand’s first Government. The earliest Europeans included missionaries, kauri
millers and gum diggers. Permanent settlers followed with the first residential section in Northcote
7
sold in 1843. They began clearing the hilly land for farming and orchards in the 1850s. Eventually,
8
the district became known for its fruit trees and strawberries.
1.4 Northcote was originally known as Point Rough. The name was altered to Stokes Point in 1848
and Stokes Point became Northcote in 1883. The area was named by a European settler, Major
9
Benton after Sir Stafford Northcote, the British Chancellor of the Exchequer.
1.5 Transport was always a problem into the twentieth century and a number of orchards with water
frontages had their own jetties. A wharf was built at Birkenhead point in 1882, and another at
Birkdale (now Beach Haven) in 1888. A bus service to the Birkenhead wharf was running by 1910.
The opening of the New Zealand Sugar Company’s factory and worker’s village in 1884
substantially increased the district’s population so that Birkenhead Borough was established in
1888. Birkenhead and Northcote remained somewhat remote from the rest of North Shore and
Auckland until the Auckland Harbour Bridge was opened in 1959. Properties were quickly
10
subdivided and the strawberry fields and market gardens made way for expanding suburbs.

2. Introducing Kaipātiki and the suburb of Northcote
11

2.1 Today, Northcote is one eight suburbs of Auckland that share an inner Waitemata Harbour
coastline. Together they comprise an area that is served by the Kaipātiki Local Board of Auckland
12
Council. The Northern Motorway bounds Kaipātiki to the east and the southern coastal suburbs
are well established with a number of reserves and walkways. For example, the Chelsea Estate
Heritage Park and Sugar Refinery along with Shoal Bay provide stunning coastal views of central
Auckland. The southern suburbs also have some heritage-protected sites. The central and
northern suburbs of Kaipātiki are more ethnically diverse.

6

Source: District Plan, North Shore City Council: Tangata Whenua Values, Chapter 7, Auckland Council

7

Source: Auckland Libraries, Auckland Scrapbook, p 143

8

Source: Birkenhead Residents Association: History of Birkenhead District, Dr H. Halcrow Nicholson

9

Source: Tomorrow’s Northcote, published by Panuku Development Auckland 2016

10

Source: Birkenhead Residents Association: History of Birkenhead District, Dr H. Halcrow Nicholson

11

The suburbs are: Beach Haven, Birkenhead, Chatswood, Birkdale, Northcote Peninsula, Glenfield, Hillcrest and
Marlborough.

12

In this report, Kaipātiki is the name given to the area under the care of Kaipātiki Local Board.

4

Town centres in the Kaipātiki area include the Birkenhead Shopping Centre and the multicultural
retail hub at Northcote. Industrial areas and retail exist in Wairau Valley and Glenfield. The North
Shore campus of AUT University is located on Akoranga Drive, Northcote.

3. Demographics
3.1 Appendix Two provides a statistical overview of Kaipātiki drawn from New Zealand’s last cenus in
2013 and several other sources, notably the Kaipātiki Local Board 2013 Census Analysis Report.
Between 2006 and 2013, the population of Kaipātiki increased 1.3 percent per year to 82,494. In
that period there was small decrease of .3 percent in the area’s Maori population, which stood at
6,615 in 2013. The number of people of Asian descent living in Kaipātiki increased from 22 percent
in 2006 to 26.3 percent, an increase of 4.3 percent. The European population increased by 2.1
percent during this period.
3.2 Figure 1 on the following page provides a demographic overview of Kaipātiki compared with its
nearest Local Board neighbours, Devonport-Takapuna and Upper Harbour.
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Factor

Devonport-Takapuna

Kaipātiki

Upper Harbour

55,470

82,494

53,670

Population
% of regional population

4%

6%

4%

39.7 years

35.2 years

36.2 years

26,750

23,160

37,880

European population

76%

65%

66%

Asian population

20%

26%

29%

Maori population

5%

8%

5%

Pacific population

2%

6%

2%

Born overseas

38%

40%

44%

$85,800

$78,600

$89,000

64%

65%

64%

22

26

19

8,195

8,280

Median age
Employees in the area

Median household income
% of residents employed
Number of schools
Number of businesses

Figure 1: A comparison of the Demographics of Local Board areas on the North Shore

8,717
13

Of the three local boards featured in Figure 1, Kaipātiki has the highest population and the lowest
median age. The area also has the highest number of schools, suggesting that Kaipātiki has more
resident children and young people than its immediate geographical neighbours. The median
household income is also lowest of the three local board areas; however, it is just above the
median for Auckland as a whole, which is $76,500.
3.3 While Kaipātiki is known for its ethnic diversity including a vibrant Asian retail sector at Northcote
Town Centre, more people of Asian descent live in Upper Harbour than Kaipātiki. However, both
areas are above the median for Auckland as a whole as across the region, the population of Asian
peoples is 23.1% of the total population.

4. Kaipātiki Local Board
4.1 Kaipātiki Local Board is one of 21 local boards that were established in November 2010 under the
14
aegis of Auckland Council. Local boards have a wide-ranging role and they are expected to
provide, in a co-governance context within Auckland Council, the local leadership that is essential
for building strong local communities through four key leadership roles: to lead, to advocate, to
fund and to facilitate.
4.2 Auckland Council’s shared governance model means local boards make decisions on local issues,
activities and the use of local facilities within their decision-making allocation responsibilities. Local
boards develop a three-year local board plan as the basis of their annual funding agreement with
Auckland Council’s governing body. Local boards also advocate to the governing body on larger
scale investments, regional programmes and policy issues such as rates proposals, which are
15
outside local board decision-making responsibilities.

13

Source: State of Auckland // Demographic Report Cards // Devonport-Takapuna; Kaipātiki; Upper Harbour, published by
Auckland Council using data from 2013 Census: Statistics New Zealand

14

Kaipātiki Local Board members for 2016-2019 are: Danielle Grant (Chairperson), John Gillon (Deputy Chairperson), Paula
Gillon, Ann Hartley, Kay McIntyre, Anne-Elise Smithson, Adrian Tyler, Lindsay Waugh

15

Auckland Council Annual Budget 2016/17 – Volume 2: Kaipātiki Local Board
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4.3 The Kaipātiki Local Board Plan 2014/17 sets out the aspirations the local board has for the Kaipātiki
area and how, through a set of outcomes, the board will contribute towards to the Auckland Plan.
The five strategic outcomes that the Board seeks to deliver as set out in their plan are:
1.

Proud, positive communities that embrace the diversity of Kaipātiki - Our people have a sense of
belonging, are connected to one another and are proud to live in Kaipātiki.

2.

Green open spaces and environments that enable active and healthy lifestyles and protect our
natural heritage - Our parks and reserves are protected and enhanced, enabling our people to enjoy the
outdoors and stay active, while conserving and growing our natural heritage in partnership with mana
whenua.

3.

A connected Kaipātiki through a range of transport links, both within and beyond our area - Our
communities are able to move around Kaipātiki and beyond through walking and cycling connections,
enhanced public transport and an efficient road system.

4.

Vibrant town and village centres and a thriving local economy - Birkenhead, Northcote, Glenfield,
Beach Haven and our smaller centres grow, develop and thrive, while protecting their unique personalities
and heritage character through quality design. The economic importance of the Wairau Valley is
recognised and strengthened, and actively grows the contribution of Kaipātiki to Auckland's economy.

5.

Community facilities, assets and services that are high quality, well managed and meet our
communities' needs - Our people continue to enjoy our existing network of community facilities and
services which are easy to access and managed to a high standard.

4.4 In its plan, the Board’s commitment to Northart is described under Outcome 1, Proud, positive
communities that embrace the diversity of Kaipātiki. “We will work with and support our local art
gallery Northart to flourish, enabling the gallery to attract local, national and international artistic
16
talent into our area.” The Board states that it would like to achieve, “our communities celebrating
the arts and culture through programmes, arts space and public art (with two) key initiatives:
Advocate for establishing an international artist in residence programme at the Chelsea Sugar
17
manager’s house (and) Integrate public art into key infrastructure projects.” The Board’s role
towards achieving these goals are “advocacy & partnership” working with key agencies including
Northart, Kaipātiki Public Art Trust and other arts organisations, mana whenua and private
18
funders.
4.5 In its local board agreement with the Governing Body for 2016/17, the funding priorities of Kaipātiki
19
Local Board are as set out in Figure 2 on the following page. The agreement includes the
following statement:
“This area has a proud history of caring for its community, which saw the establishment of the first
community house in the Auckland region in 1972. The Kaipātiki Local Board wishes to build on this
legacy by continuing to maintain and develop libraries and other community, cultural and arts
20
facilities.”

16

Kaipātiki Local Board Plan 2014-2017, p.18

17

Ibid, p.20

18

Ibid, p.20

19

Information in this table is drawn from Auckland Council Annual Budget 2016/17 – Volume 2: Kaipātiki Local Board

20

Ibid, p.8
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Category

Initiatives

Capital Expenditure

Operating Expenditure

Local Parks, Sport and Recreation
Asset based services
•

Development of 136 Birkdale Road

•

Pools & Leisure renewals

Locally driven initiatives
•

3,223,000

9,209,000

1,090,000

135,000

947,000

4,292,000

Volunteer support

Local Community Services
Asset based services
•

Marlborough Park Youth Facility

•

Local library renewals

Locally driven initiatives

1,095,000

•

Annual grant to Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust

•

Local community and events grants

•

Jobs for youth

•

Level of service top-up – operational grant to
Birkdale Beach Haven Project and Highbury House

Local Planning and Development
Asset based services

2,198,000

•

Highbury main street upgrade

•

Local library renewals

Locally driven initiatives
•

694,000

60,000

Economic development initiatives

Local Environmental Management
Asset based services

28,000

Locally driven initiatives

73,000

•

Annual grant to Kaipātiki Project

Local Governance
Asset based services

1,080,000

•

Strategic advice on council-wide initiatives and
regional planning

•

Development of the local board agreement 16/17

•

Democracy, administrative and engagement support
to elected members

Locally driven initiatives

00

Figure 2 Kaipātiki Local Board Funding Priorities 2016/17

5. The provision of arts amenities on Auckland’s North Shore
5.1 There are 12 arts and cultural facilities in an area defined by Auckland Council as “North”. This
area stretches from Devonport to Te Hana, just north of Wellsford. Within “North”, there is a sub21

region called “North Shore”. This area is governed by four Auckland Council local boards:
Devonport-Takapuna, Kaipātiki, Upper Harbour and Hibiscus & Bays.

21

The North Shore comprises a large suburban area to the north of downtown Auckland; linked to the rest of the greater
Auckland metropolitan area by two harbour bridges – the Auckland Harbour Bridget crosses the inner Waitemata Harbour
to Auckland City, while the Upper Harbour Bridge provides a connection to Auckland's western suburbs.

8

5.2 In the pool of 12 there are community arts centres with a strong focus on the visual arts, several
theatres offering a range of services to the performing arts, galleries that have strong visual arts
exhibition programmes and several amenities that deliver cultural tourism experiences.
Appendix Three: Auckland North // Arts Centres, Theatres & Galleries provides an overview of
each facility including a summary of what each offers and what the governance arrangement in
place is.
5.2 The majority of the pool receive a contribution of public
investment from Auckland Council to support a range of
programme delivery aimed at specific segments of people,
groups and communities resident in and/or traveling to the centre
to participate in what it offers. The exception is the Bruce Mason
Centre which is wholly managed by Auckland Live, a CCO of
Auckland Council.
5.3 Within the pool of 12 arts centres, Northart is in a cluster of five arts centres that provide services
to support participation and engagement with visual arts. Included in this group alongside Northart
22
are The Depot Arts Space, Estuary Arts Centre , Lake House Arts Centre and Mairangi Arts
Centre. Figure 3 below and continued on the following page provides a summary overview of these
23
five arts centres. Of the five, four operate as charitable trusts including a Board of Trustees and
24
one, Northart, as an incorporated society with active members who pay an annual membership to
belong to Northart and a Committee of Management drawn from this group.
Amenity

Offering

Structure & Governance

The Depot Arts Space

Exhibitions

Devonport

Retail art sales

Charitable Trust
Creative Initiatives Trust

A community-based arts centre
with a focus on community
participation, employment and
youth initiatives. The Depot
encourages and promotes
exhibitions, workshops, concerts
and opportunities to work, practise
and develop skills and talents
in the arts.

Sound studio

Operations

Programming & events

Creative Director

Research and publications

Gallery Curator // Gallery Coordinator

Arts employment programme

Arts lab Manager

Community interaction

Arts Lab creative career consultant
x2

Meeting space hire
Hall hire

Arts Lab programme administrator
Arts lab film & TV mentor
Media producer
Sound studio manager
Sound Engineer

Estuary Arts Centre

Exhibitions

Orewa

Retail art sales

Charitable Trust
Board of Trustees

The Estuary Arts Centre is the hub
of the local art scene in
the Orewa arrea.

Visual arts education programme

Operations
Coordinator
Volunteers

22

Image: Dawn ceremony: opening of Education Centre, Estuary Arts Centre

23

A charitable trust is specifically set up to hold and protect assets for charitable purposes. It can be set up to aid in the relief
of poverty, the advancement of education or religion, or any other matter for public benefit. A deed of trust or a document
setting out the aims of the trust and how it will be run must be drawn up and the purpose of the trust must comply with the
meaning of the term `charitable' as defined in the Charitable Trusts Act 1957 and the Charities Act 2005.

24

In New Zealand an incorporated society is a group of at least 15 people who have applied for registration under the
Incorporated Societies Act 1908. Once registered the Society constitutes a distinct legal entity which provides protection to
members from debts, contracts etc.

9

Amenity

Offering

Structure & Governance

Lake House Arts Centre

Exhibitions

Takapuna

Classes & workshops

Charitable Trust
Board of Trustees

Lake House is a community arts
centre and gallery in a heritage
building setting. It offers a wide
range of arts opportunities and
has a new exhibition every
three weeks.

Studios and working facilities for
artists & producers

Operations

Programming and events

Education Coordinator

School holidays programme

Venue Hire Coordinator

Community interaction

Gallery Coordination / Administrator

Artist promotion

Weekend Supervisor

Art education via a schools
programme

Accounts Administrator

General Manager

Volunteers

Venue hire
Retail art sales
Art shop & Cafe
Exhibitions – practicing artists and
community

Charitable Trust
Board of Trustees

Mairangi Arts Centre is a
community arts centre dedicated to
education and fostering growth in
the visual arts in North Shore. It
offers a wide range of classes and
the gallery features exhibitions of
local and national artists.

Retails sales

Operations

Classes & workshops

Administrator

Prisons’ arts programme

Arts Facilitator

Venue hire

Graphic artists

Northart

Gallery spaces

Northcote

Curated programme

Incorporated Society
Committee of Management

Northart focusses on the visual
arts. Its galleries have changing
exhibitions that highlight a range of
visual art forms created by artists
living on the North Shore, Auckland
and elsewhere in New Zealand.

Gallery time programme for children

General Manager

Art sales

Administrator

Artist talks

Volunteers

Mairangi Bay Arts Centre
Mairangi Bay

Tutors
Volunteers

Member events
Art Club for 13 – 18 years olds

Figure 3: Arts Centres on the North Shore that focus on visual arts and culture
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6. Northart 2017 // Years in the making
25

6.1 As this report shows , Northart is in a cluster of five community-based visual arts centres on the
North Shore of Auckland. Each centre has similarities including a strength in visual arts expertise,
education, exhibitions and services. Each also has a unique approach to reflecting and interfacing
with their local communities, their immediate and broader social conditions and with their
26
contributing artists and creatives. The North Shore cluster is part of a broader network of arts
27
centres spread across greater Auckland which are funded and supported in varying degrees by
Auckland Council. As hubs of creative activity, all are gathering-places and repositories of
specialist knowledge as well as places of education and skill development, entertainment,
inspiration, recognition and support. They are also drivers of community development and
enrichment and have the potential to be the heartbeat of their communities.
6.2 Across Auckland, centres for visual arts (and the performing arts) have been established and
continue to receive public support because it has long been recognised that creative experiences,
thinking and expression are significant contributors to growing healthy well-rounded people and
28
better, stronger communities. For example, the North Shore has a recognisable, longstanding
and proud tradition of community building that has visibly enhanced the quality of life and
29
prosperity of its residents. Northart, like many other community-based initiatives, emerged within
and partly owes its existence to this strong tradition including the political support for community
development that emerged and expanded through the years of massive population growth and
30
social development on the North Shore. As a result, the North Shore was well versed and ahead
of other areas of Auckland in the private/community/council relationships and partnerships
necessary for community houses and community arts centres, such as Northart, Lake House Arts
31
Centre, The Depot, Mairangi Arts Centre and Estuary Arts Centre to be established. More often
than not, these significant projects have been led by highly-skilled women and so it has been with
32
Northart.

25

See Part 2, section 5

26

Construed from this review’s environmental scan and a professional and deep understanding of Auckland’s arts ecology.

27

Including Studio One, Ponsonby; Corban Estate Arts Centre, Henderson; Te Tuhi, Pakuranga; Uxbridge, Howick; Fresh
Gallary, Otara; Te Uru, Titirangi.

28

See Auckland Plan, Chapter 3, Strategic Direction 3 // “Integrate arts and culture into our everyday lives” which includes a
target to “Increase the number of Aucklanders actively participating in the arts from 48% in 2010 to 75% by 2040”.

29

For an detailed history of community development initiatives on the North Shore including leaders and key influencers, see:
My Story Your Story – Together Builds Communities, published by Auckland North Community and Development (ANCAD),
2016
The book presents stories of people and organisations and various incarnations of local government on the North Shore,
stretching back some 30 years and more that addressed local problems, connected and enriched the lives of people from
early times when the Shore was a raw, mixed rural and suburban wilderness, isolated from the southern part of the city
before the bridge was built. Layer by layer these desperate and/or inspired social entrepreneurs literally brought the hall
marks of civilisation and community development to suburbia via new organisations, programmes and a force of will to
improve where they lived; today this force continues, via organisations such as the Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust, as
the city population expands at a rapid rate.

30

Richard Howard reflecting on the research he undertook while writing several chapters of, My Story Your Story – Together
Builds Communities, ANCAD, 2016.

31

This model of private/community/council partnership continues to be reflected in the model of business adopted by all five
arts centre’s on the North Shore including Northart.

32

Reference: My Story Your Story – Together Builds Communities, published by Auckland North Community and
Development (ANCAD), 2016
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6.3 Wendy Harsant, the current director of Northart, moved to the North Shore in 1987 with a strong
33
background in the curating and presentation of exhibitions in art gallery and museum settings.
She secured a paid role with West Shore Community Arts Council in 1998 as a part-time
community arts coordinator and quickly realised that she had a significant opportunity to support
visual artists on the North Shore to exhibit their work and to better connect the public with that
work. Then as now, the concept of a professionalised, local, community-based, exhibiting space,
promoting interaction with the local community was core to her vision and strength of will, which
over the intervening years, has nurtured and manifested Northart as it is today. Wendy liked the
idea of a local, community focussed facility, a place to see good art without having to travel to the
city and her academic arts and curatorial background, her style and leadership influenced every
aspect of Northart as it developed its vision and purpose. What was taken on as a job became,
over the years, a full lifestyle choice, a major commitment by Wendy and also her life-partner,
visual artist, Ross Ritchie who is credited with major hands-on, voluntary assistance across the
many years of Northart’s development and operation.
6.4 After the demise of the Chelsea Centre in 1997, West Shore Community Arts Council was sited in
Beach Haven at the old Ratepayers Hall. Wendy Harsant has described it is as an awful, cold
place, in which the exhibitions were very amateur. She recalls that the committee were reluctant to
spend money and would not even buy her a heater for the office. Four exhibitions were hosted in
that year and several art award events were administered by Wendy at that time, including two that
were exhibited at the Bruce Mason Centre. In the same year Wendy negotiated a very favourable
lease with North Shore Council, on several shop spaces in the Norman King Building, adjacent to
the library in the Northcote Town Centre. The long process of expansion and development of the
34
physical gallery and organisation began at that point in December 1998. West Shore Community
Arts Centre was the first public arts initiative in the Kaipātiki area as there were no other such
facilities in 1998 (and no more now in 2017).
6.5 While the relocation from Beach Haven to Northcote Town Centre was an arbitrary decision, driven
by pragmatic needs and availability of space under favourable circumstances, Wendy considers
that a very fine visual arts facility has been established in a suitable building that otherwise was
redundant for commercial use. The establishment of gallery space for exhibitions is enhanced by
the practical encouragement, the social milieu and the professional advisory service provided for
members and users, who in the context of this review, expressed a high-level of satisfaction with
Northart, even though some doubted that it is sited in the most beneficial location for public access
and the art sales that largely fund its activities.
6.6 Northart has always operated as a members based incorporated society, originally under the name
of West Shore Community Arts Council Inc. In 2000, the Community Arts Council changed the
name of the gallery to the Northart Community Arts Centre and it now trades as Northart or
Northart Gallery. The society is run by a board of members who have a high-level governance
function and who have traditionally been very supportive of Northart’s Manager.
6.7 Northart sells its artist-members works to maintain its operation and services. However its
motivation is not commercial, nor is it primarily for personal gain as for example would be the case
with a dealer gallery. The retail aspect of Northart is described as a social enterprise – enabling the
gallery to have a local presence, making affordable art available locally and providing an income
33

Sections 7.3 through to 7.10 contain information and views gleaned from a key informant interview with Wendy Harsant by
Elisabeth Vaneveld in 2016 and a follow-up interview by Richard Howard in 2017.

34

Wendy Harsant’s ‘grand’ vision was and still is for a gallery and visual arts complex of regional significance on the North
Shore, similar in nature to that now realised in Te Tuhi, Pakuranga and Te Uru, Titirangi.
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stream, sometimes to the people that provide the art. Exhibitions where works are not for sale are
a luxury that Northart cannot provide without full sponsorship.
6.8 The core element of Northarts’ identity is professionalism and high standards of work, no matter
which level of artists’ ability it is representing; people know to expect interesting, diverse, well
presented exhibitions at Northart. These are critical factors in maintaining essential credibility and
reputation. As well, Wendy’s connections in Auckland’s community of visual artists, enables
Northart to attract high-profile, professional artists and makers to exhibit, teach and talk in the
gallery.
6.9 Northart is well supported politically at the local level through the Kaipātiki Local Board. It is
35
specifically referenced in the Board’s 2014-2017 Local Board Plan as relevant to three of the
Board’s five intended outcomes. The board’s current level of annual financial support for Northart is
$80,000 and during a consultation with the Local Board for this review, satisfaction with the returns
36
on this investment was given.
6.10 Northart operates to the capacity of its current staff and financial resources with a heavy reliance
on Wendy Harsant to manage and maintain the operation. With just two employees, it is
understaffed in relation to its operation, programmes and services. There are conflicting work
demands on the existing roles. Staff are not remunerated at market level; neither do they receive
pay increases that might be expected, nor overtime. The existing operation would not be possible
without the significant input and commitment of volunteers who mind the galleries when open to
the public, support and cater the exhibition opening events . In the past some skilled volunteers
have assisted with hanging exhibitions and producing graphic materials for communication and
promotion; others have participated in construction and refurbishment of the facility. Association
with Northart as a volunteer is valued by those participating; it is not uncommon for volunteers to
support Northart for many years.
6.11 In 2017, there is uncertainty across the organisation about Northart’s future in the building the
gallery currently occupies and about Northart’s place in the pending redevelopment of the
37
Northcote Town Centre. While Wendy Harsant considers that the development opens the
possibility of opportunities for Northart, she is also managing the looming challenge of a reticence
on the part of Auckland City to renew Northart’s five-year lease on the spaces occupied by it. The
organisation is therefore technically operating under threat of eviction from month to month
including loss of its location, loss of its capital investment in the building and a major or even
permanent loss of services.
6.12 The following page provides a summary overview of Northart covering: origins, governance and
key statistics relevant to understanding the work of Northart since 1998, when it was launched.

35

Kaipātiki Local Board Plan 2014-2017, p.18

36

Consultation with Kaipātiki Local Board, February 2017

37

See Part 4 // The redevelopment of Northcote Town Centre
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Figure 4: Northart // A summary overview
Subject
1.

Date of incorporation
and charitable status

Notes
Incorporated originally as West Shore Community Arts Council
Renamed Northart Community Arts Centre and later Northart Society in 2013

2.

Governance

Committtee of Management under the leadership of Jacqueline Aust, who was appointed to
the role of Chair in 2016

3.

Original sponsoring
organisation

West Shore Community Arts Council

4.

Original location

Licensing Trust Building, Mokaia Rd. Glenfield

5.

Relocation to
Northcote Town Centre

From Ratepayers Hall, Beach Haven to Norman King Building, Northcote Town Centre,
December 1998

6.

Present Location

Ground level, Norman King Building, Northcote Town Centre

7.

Owners and lease
arrangement on
premises

Auckland City // Month to month informal lease arrangement // ‘peppercorn’ rent

8.

Facilities

Five professional standard gallery spaces // One space for meetings and education // A small
office // Office utilities room // Art storage // Kitchen //Access to a paved / grass area in front

9.

Key purpose of the
organisation

To encourage people to become actively or passively involved in the visual arts with
encouragement to express their cultural identity and aspirations through visual arts practices

10. Key success factors
for organisation

Architects designing the space // Creation of a loyal visual arts community including followers
of their work and careers // Wendy Harsant as the founder and Manager // Volunteers

11. Staff members

Director // Gallery Assistant for exhibition hanging and design // Communications Manager
on a casual basis

12. Membership (paid)

2015 200 // 2016 200 // 2017 200 Note: This is an average annual figure provided by Wendy Harsant

13. Cost of membership
2017

$37 Individual // $32 Unwaged // $42 Couple

14. Membership (age
range)

Membership fees have increased $10 over 19 years
25 – 80s
Location

15. Membership (resident
location)

16. Non-members
supporters database

2014

2016

Kaipātiki

40.1%

31.5%

Takapuna/Devonport

15.6%

9.5%

Elsewhere (Auckland & NZ)

45.7%

59.0%

500 // Facebook followers: 715
48 of whom 50% are artists themselves

17. Number of volunteers

Pakeha 75% // Maori 4.2% // Chinese 8.3% // Korean 4.2% // Sth African 2.1%
Mid Eastern 2.1% // American 2.1% // Italian 2.1%

18. Key attraction factors
for volunteers

Spending time with the exhibitions // Pleasant space // Contact with the public // Social
opportunities // connecting with volunteers who are of Asian descent
Suburb

19. Exhibiting artists
(Members’ Show) Sept
2015 & 2016

September 2015

January 2016

Kaipātiki

25.4%

32.0%

Takapuna/Devonport

12.8%

18.0%

Elsewhere (Auckland & NZ)

61.8%

50.0%

Members: 30% of gross
20. Commission structure

Non-members: 35% of gross
Sales on behalf of another gallery: 40% split commission (i.e. Northart 20%)

21. Professional links,
relationships and
associations
22. Operational costs

Funding investors: Lion Foundation // Birkenhead Licensing Trust // Kaipātiki Local
Key relationships: AUT University – Art & Design // Hungry Creek Art School - city campus //
University of Auckland – Art History Department // Gus Fisher Gallery // Waiheke Community
Art Gallery // some dealer galleries
$16,000 – 18,000 monthly // $240,000 annually
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23. Annual income to
March 2017

2014 $266, 803 // 2015 $183,014 (see note) // 2016 $280,183
Note: Lower income registered in 2015 due a grant arriving late, which was then reflected in
higher income for 2016; overall income can be read as stable across three years

24. Annual expenditure to
March 2017

2014 $256,667 // 2015 $241,556 // 2016 $256,136

25. Income derived from
sales

2014 $119,411 // 2015 $85,472 // 2016 $122,899

26. Income derived from
sales to year-end
March

27. Annual surplus / deficit

Note: Expenditure stable; overheads not including salaries are circa $60,000 per year
Note: Although variable, this income source is a significant contribution to operational costs
2000 $28,240 // 2001 $26,983 // 2002 $43,648 // 2003 $42,308 // 2004 $74,384
2005 $53,266 // 2006 $92,029 // 2007 $84,663 // 2008 $60,429 // 2009 $80,177
2010 $104,124 // 2013 $70,385 // 2014 $108,030 // 2015 $69,307 // 2016 $109,840
2016 $80,818 (to date)
2014 $10,136 // 2015 ($58,542) (see note) // 2016 $24,047
Note: Deficit due to arrival of funding grant plus lower retail trading
2014 $87,059 // 2015 $34,159 // 2016 $63,490

28. Reserve funds

29. Liabilities
30. Assets (value of)

Note: Approximately four months operating funds in hand at the time of writing; which
reduces to one month or less at times (prior to receiving grants from Auckland Council and
Lion Foundation
2014 $3,329 // 2015 $0 // 2016 $442
Note: Liabilities are low due to careful creditor management
2014 $366,193 // 2015 $307,651 // 2016 $331,698
Note: After depreciation of physical assets

31. Capital development
grants 1998 - 2017

West Shore Community Arts Council funded the original establishment of the visual arts
gallery // Circa: $250,000 – $300,000 via North Shore City Council, Lion Foundation; ASB
Community Trust (now Foundation North)

32. Key attraction factors
for funders / investors

Only physical amenity dedicated to the visual arts in Kaipātiki // Kids programme // Outreach
work to support ethnic diversity across all aspects of Northart’s work

33. Number of days open
to the public each year

325 days

34. Number of memberonly events

2

35. Number of exhibitions
1998 - 2017

About 700 // 45 shows scheduled for 2017-03-28

36. Number of other types
of events 1998 - 2017

260 including Gallery Talks & ‘Meet the Artist’ events, film series, workshops & seminars,
field trips, fundraising, book launches, story-telling, rehearsed readings, performance,
holiday programmes, events associated with Auckland Festival, special interest events
associated with campaigns, e.g. Day of Older Persons, ‘Carols by Candlelight, outdoor
concerts

37. Number of
collaborative projects /
events with other
organisations

Very few

38. Average number of
people attending
opening events

Solo shows: 60 – 80 people // Big group shows: up to 200 people
Openings scheduled for 2017: 45

39. Number of people
attending exhibitions

Counted manually for most shows; between 280 and 1500 each exhibition

40. Number of public talks

2014: 4 // 2016: 1

41. Number of ‘meet the
artist’ events

6-8 annually

42. Number of adult
classes offered

Does not offer adult classes

43. Number of classes for
children / teenager
44. Activities specific to
ethnic & cultural
interests in Kaipātiki

Gallery Time for Kids: Twice-monthly // Gallery Time for Little Kids under 5: Twice a month
Art club for teenagers: Being planned for 2017
2017: Korean textile exhibition // Chinese Tang Studio // Solo Korean artist show
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7. The development of the visual arts in Kaipātiki
7.1 Northart has a strong focus on curating, presenting and
promoting the work of visual artists who are committed to
articulating their voice and ideas through a robust visual
arts practice. Some are exhibiting artists who have already
enjoyed success; others are emerging into public view after
completing their creative arts education in the tertiary
sector. Still others have at last found the space and time in
their life journey to dedicate themselves to being an artist,
which may not have been possible due to the demand of
paid work in others areas and/or raising a family. No matter
what the reason, individuals who clearly have talent, ideas
and commitment are welcome to take advantage of what
Northart offers including participating in its exhibition programme. Northart also serves a wide
range of people who are not practicising artists and who, nonetheless, love the visual arts and
show that by attending exhibitions openings and buying work; (see image above). Through engaging
with the work of Northart, people from all over Auckland visit Kaipātiki, many on a regular basis.
7.2 In its role as a passionate advocate of the visual arts, Northart is joined by a second organisation
based in Kaipātiki dedicated to developing and promoting visual arts. Kaipātiki Public Arts Trust
was established as a charitable trust in 2013 to develop public art projects in the Kaipātiki area,
38
“that are of enduring quality, are accessible to the public and stimulate public interest.” The Trust
works in partnership with other organisations, for example, the Public Art Team of Auckland
Council, Iwi, Birkenhead Town Centre
Association and the Birkenhead Historical
Society to undertake projects of scope and scale.
The Trust has contributed to a number of projects
including the Zion Hill Reserve and the upgrade
of Croftfield Lane at the Wairau Park retail
centre; (see image, left). The Trust also holds a
short film competition for young aspiring
filmmakers in Kaipātiki who are at primary,
intermediate or secondary school.
7.3 Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust is a community development organisation based in Northcote
that has a partner agreement with Kaipātiki Local Board to provide “their lead in and around
39
community development in Kaipātiki”. As the recipient of an annual grant from the Board, the
Trust reports to it on a regular cycle. Core values of the Trust include, “Creativity: To use our gifts
40
and talents through innovation, design and arts.” An aim of the Trust is upholding the value of
education through delivering a range of programmes including and as a priority, visual arts
programmes such as murals and pavement art. “We believe education to be a preventative
measure providing youth/children/adults that have an interest in visual arts, an opportunity to
41
practice their art alongside established artists.”

38

Kaipātiki Public Arts Trust: Art that connects with people // website home page.

39

Source: Kaiptaiki Community Facilities Trust Strategic Plan 2010-2020, p.1.

40

Ibid, p.2

41

ibid, p.8
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Part 3 // The redevelopment of the Northcote Town Centre42
1. Introducing Northcote Town Centre
1.1 Northart is located in the Norman King Building, which is a community and multiagency resource
centre located in the Northcote Town Centre, which was established in 1959. Auckland Council
owns the Norman King Building and holds freehold title of the town centre, which is designated as
43
an Auckland Council Business Improvement District (BID) . “The place is vibrant and generally
follows an ethnic food theme. The shopping centre is normally fully occupied, usually by low44
margin retailers.” The Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust, through the leadership of its
Community Coordinator and the financial support of the Kaipātiki Local Board, helps promote
safety and deliver community activities in the town centre.

Northcote Town Centre

1.2 The ground leases managed by Auckland Council through Panuku Development Auckland are
45
fragmented, which is a constraint to “unlocking the town centre’s development potential.
Nonetheless, Northcote Town Centre had a significant upgrade in 2006, the first in decades. The
focus was on public space and community facilities including a refurbished central plaza, a new
bus stop and an upgrade of the Norman King Building.

42

The information in this section is drawn from “Northcote Town Centre Renewal | High Level Project Plan” published by
Panuku Development Auckland

43

The centre’s security, maIntenance and promotional activities are mostly funded by an annual BID budget of $120,000,
which is collected as a targeted rate from ground lease-holders. The business association shares with the council the cost
of developing the centre’s brand. Source: Ibid p.14

44

Ibid, p.14

45

Ibid, p.15, Property Ownership
There are 38-Council owned sites within the centre, some of which are subject to leases where the the leasehold owner
leases the land and owns the improvements. These leases are perpetually renewable on 21-year terms with seven-year
rent reviews. The ground leases expire on 31 December 2020, excluding 6-10 Kilham Ave, which expires on 31 December
2034. The ground leases (including buildings, rear accessways and loading areas) are held, sub-leased or sold by
leaseholders to investors or retailers, possibly also in a perpetual leasehold tenure.
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2. The redevelopment plan
2.1 As at March 2017, Panuku Development Auckland is planning to redevelop the shopping centre,
“starting with properties held in aggregated ownership or where leaseholders and occupiers will be
least affected. The focus initially is on a number of properties held in aggregated ownership or
46
including Council-controlled carparks. ” Under the Auckland Unitary Plan, Northcote has ‘town
centre’ status, which highlights its potential for additional population, higher density housing and
business floorspace. The Kaipātiki Local Board, with feedback from the local community has also
47
identified that the town centre is in need of revitalisation including new street layouts. An aligned
priority for the local board is to build a greenway that creates linkages between the town centre to
48
adjoining suburbs and housing.
2.2 The redevelopment of the town centre is aligned to a larger project that includes land owned by
Housing New Zealand. It intends to improve and increase the number of housing it offers adjacent
49
to the town centre. The whole area is also part of the Northcote Strategic Special Housing Area,
which has the potential to create 700 new housing sites.
2.3 At the time of writing this report, Panuku is engaged in investigatory work and master planning for
the redevelopment of the town centre. A summary description of what is planned is available,
50
online. Two maps, Map 1: Existing and Map 2: Proposed are offered as follows:

46

Ibid, p.15

47

Kaipātiki Local Board Plan, 2014-2017, p. 34

48

Ibid, p.34

49

To help combat Auckland’s housing crisis, Special Housing Areas (SHAs) have been established across the city where fasttrack development of housing (including affordable housing) can take place. SHAs were set up in a Housing Accord
between Auckland Council and central government. Source: Auckland Council website: Housing supply and special housing
areas

50

www.panuku.co.nz/northcote
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2.4 On this page, Map 2: Proposed shows that the redevelopment of the Town Centre will bring retail
development forward into Lake Road and create a new, multi-purpose community facility; (see Map
2: Proposed, grey box on the left hand side). Panuku proposes that to enable this, the community facilities
currently located in the Norman King Building (see Map 1, Existing, top-centre) on the Cadness Reserve
could move to the new multi-purpose building, subject to feasibility and ongoing community
consultation. To enable this, part of the reserve land vacated by tenants of the Norman King
Building and the existing Onepoto Community House, would be sold to enable new residential
51
development. Public spaces would be improved by:
•

Upgrading the Greenslade Reserve community sports field (see Maps 1 & 2, left)

•

Creating a new 1000 square metre town square next to the multi-purpose community building
as a dedicated and safe space for events, activities and celebration

•

Making the Cadness Reserve larger to include a destination children’s play park

•

Increased investment in public spaces, specifically Pearn Place and Pearn Crescent (see Maps 1
& 2 centre)

52

53

2.5 In its high level project plan for the town centre renewal of Northcote, Panuku recognises that the
54
tenants in the Norman King Building have a high formal interest in the project as they will be
affected by the implementation of the plan. The budget for extending Ernie Mays Street which is
planned to run through an area currently occupied by Norman King Building (see Maps 1 &2) is in
Panuku’s high-level planning document for the 2018/19 financial year.

51

Ibid, in the section: What is planned for Northcote?

52

Ibid, in the section: What is planned for Northcote?

53

Northcote | Town Centre Renewal | High Level Project Plan

54

Ibid, p.61; Northart is not specifically mentioned as a tenant per se.
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Part 4 // Undertaking the ‘360’ Review
1. Auckland Council’s brief
1.1 In its briefing document describing the ‘360’ review of Northart, Auckland Council indicated that the

review provide a “fit for purpose” assessment of the gallery with a focus on the factors relevant to
Northart remaining a viable society able to deliver value for both its members and the wider
community. In this report, “fit for purpose” is defined as an assessment of how well equipped or
55
well suited an organisation is for its designated role or purpose.
1.2 Auckland Council also specified that the ‘360’ review include the following:
a.

Consider the impact that nearby developments could or are having on Northart and its local community

b.

Examine how Northart could create mutually beneficial relationships with local businesses and public
facilities such as the library

c.

Identify whom Northart currently serves and conversely, what sectors of the local community the centre
does not currently serve

d.

Establish how communities located in the area perceive Northart

e.

Determine how Northart could better serve various communities of interest

f.

Consult with and receive feedback from
various stakeholder groups including:

•

Artists who have exhibited their work at
Northart

•
•

Members of the Kaipātiki Local Board
The Northart Trust Board

g.

Assess whether the level of funding received
from Council is sufficient to deliver Council’s
expectations

h.

Ascertain whether all funding options are
being utilised

i.

Ascertain whether it is possible for Northart to serve a wider community via its current operating model
and if not, what might need to change (including for example, whether Northart should be a multipurpose space rather than a visual arts gallery only).

2. How the ‘360’ review was designed and carried out
56

2.1 The research plan underpinning the ‘360’ review was designed to provide opportunities for the
research team to consult with Northart’s Committee of Management, Kaipātiki Local Board, users
of Northart, members of the local community and several knowledgeable leaders in the field. The
aim was to gather information and data relevant to understanding:
a.

the history and current situation of Northart as a visual arts amenity

b.

the geographical context in which Northart sits including the significant urban development project
underway

55

Refer to Appendix One: Glossary

56

Refer to Appendix Four: ‘360’ Review Research Plan
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c.

the creative ecology that informs, engages and connects with the purpose of Northart

d.

the communities that Northart serves, locally and beyond

e.

the users of Northart including members of the Northart Incorporated Society

f.

the views of Kaipātiki Local Board

g.

the views of stakeholders in the Northcote area

h.

the views of the general public.

2.2 The overarching research questions underpinning the research phase of the review were:
Is Northart Visual Arts Centre relevant, valued and accessible to the geographical, cultural
and artistic communities that it seeks to serve?
1.

What factors, challenges, strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats are shaping the past,
present and future of this arts centre, now?

2.

How are these influencing the strategy, development and management of the Centre - now and in
the future?

3.

What decisions, options and/or choices arise that key stakeholders (including the Committee of
Management and Auckland Council) need to make?

2.3 Six small research projects across a number of research methods were carried out, each guided
by the overarching research questions. Figure 4 on the following page lists each of these research
projects.
A multi-faceted research approach was
undertaken in order to facilitate a deeper
understanding about the past, present and future
challenges and opportunities for Northarts. The
aim was to draw information (data) from all six
research projects in order to produce a rich,
robust and comprehensive ‘360’ view. As each
research project was undertaken, supplementary
questions, respondent lists and other key
information were noted in the research plan,
57
which was continuously updated as new material came to hand. As well, a best practice
approach was undertaken to deliver all aspects of the project including:
•

The research process informing the desk-top research and environmental scan

•

The facilitation of engagement with key stakeholders including Northart Trust Board, Kaipātiki Local
Board, users of Northart, members of the local community and arts & culture organisations in the
area (all in the context of their contribution to the research phase of the project)

•

The design of the question framework for planned interviews with key stakeholders

•

The preparation of written material including the project’s final report.

2.4 Sensitive information provided to the research team has remained confidential. In addition, people
who participated in key informant interviews were provided with copies of their professionally
transcribed interview if the interview was audio-recorded so that mistakes could be corrected prior
to the interview content being analysed.

57

Refer to Appendix Five: Northart '360' Review // Schedule of Documents
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Research Project
One

Local area ‘environmental scan’
Research methods: Desk-top research &
photographic essay

Guiding Question
What are the key characteristics & demographics of the
geographical, cultural and artistic communities that Northart
seeks to serve?

Two

Cultural amenities stock-take
Research methods: Desk-top research,
photographic essay & key informant
interviews

What ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ arts and cultural infrastructure currently
exists in the locality (and communities) served by Northart?

Relevant questions were drawn from this list:
1.

What values drive your involvement with Northart?

2.

What is the value of Northart to members? Local community?
Auckland’s creative ecology? How do you know?

Wendy Harsant (General Manager)

3.

What is Northart’s greatest strength? Why?

Jacqueline Aust (Chair: Committee of

4.

In what area(s) is Northart ‘weak’? Why?

Management)

5.

What problems are really biting Northart at the moment?

Jill Nerheny (Coordinator: Kaipātiki

6.

How are you in your role managing / or engaging with these
problems?

7.

KCFT: How does Northart contribute (or not) to KCFT’s strategy
and strategic plan?

8.

How is the Committee of Management (in the case of Northart)
engaging with current problems?

9.

What threat(s) seem manageable? Which threats seem
insurmountable?

Three

Key informant interviews

Community Facilities Trust)

Maggie Gresson (Executive Director:
Artists Alliance)

Danielle Grant (Chair: Kaipātiki Local
Board)
Research methods: Face-to-face audiorecorded interviews for Wendy Harsant and
Jacqueline Aust; for the remainder, face-toface interviews with manual note-taking

10. What opportunities are ‘low-hanging fruit’?
11. How can this review project assist you to develop your vision for
Northart?

Four

Consultation: Northart Committee of
Management
Research methods: Consultation workshop
with faciliated opportunities for creative
expression / engagement alongside themed
discussion

Reflecting on the past – the highs and the lows alongside
various needs, gaps and opportunities, what can be learned
that is relevant to the development of Northart into the future?

Five

Consultation: Northart ‘Users’ and
members
Research methods: Two consultation
workshops for participants to engage in
facilitated discussion and also to produce
individual comments on Post-it notes, which
were collected

Reflecting on the past – the highs and the lows alongside
various needs, gaps and opportunities, what can be learned
that is relevant to the development of Northart into the future?

Six

Consultation: Kaipātiki Local Board
Research methods: Consultation workshop
for Board members to engage in facilitated
discussion and also to produce individual
comments on Post-it notes, which were
collected

Reflecting on the past – the highs and the lows alongside
various needs, gaps and opportunities, what can be learned
that is relevant to the development of Northart into the future?

Figure 4 ‘360’ Review of Northart // Research Projects
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Consultation Workshop: Northart Committee of Management members

3. Quality control
3.1 Quality control was provided through the following:
1.

Grounding the project in existing material relevant to the project as provided by Auckland Council
(including Kaipātiki Local Board) and Northart.

2.

Regular consultation and engagement with nominated representatives of Northart and Auckland Council
to ensure that the objectives of the project were advanced and/or modified where that was deemed
appropriate.

3.

Involving nominated representatives of Northart as appropriate and Auckland Council in the preparation
of various phases of the project.

4. Data analysis
4.1 To maintain consistency during the data analysis phase, all research data including for example,
interview transcripts, workshop ‘minutes / notes’ produced during workshop sessions by a member
of the project team, and post-it notes and illustrations contributed by workshop participants were
analysed by one member of the project team. Other members of the team worked with this person
to identify what the content analysis themes were to be and the team’s analyst produced a
spreadsheet of these themes to record relevant data drawn from the research material. A summary
of that spreadsheet is availabe from the research team and on the following page, an outline of its
structure is provided.
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Main Themes Sub-themes (produced as the data was analysed)
“Fit for purpose” // What’s working

“Fit for purpose” // What’s not working
Delivering value
Viability
Community perceptions
Connections
Immediate service needs / gaps
Longer term needs / gaps

Challenges

Opportunities

Hard infrastructure; soft infrastructure incl. leadership &
governance; organisation values; role & purpose; Auckland
Council; reach; independence
Hard infrastructure; soft infrastructure incl. leadership &
governance
Tangible & intangible value: local; regional; national;
international; leadership; programming
Hard infrastructure; soft infrastructure incl. leadership &
governance
Engagement service delivery; programming; events;
leadership
Networks; membership; strategic alliances; connection to
place
Hard infrastructure; funding; promotion; Auckland Council;
Hard infrastructure; soft infrastructure incl. leadership &
governance; succession; promotion
Hard infrastructure; funding; service delivery; promotion;
protection and continuity; cultural barriers and issues;
separation and connection; Auckland Council
Hard infrastructure; soft infrastructure incl. leadership &
governance

Figure 5 Data Analysis // Spreadsheet Structure
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Part 5 // ‘360’ Review Findings
1. Introduction
1.1 The ‘360’ review was commissioned by Auckland Council in order to address a number of issues
58
and questions relevant to the development of Northart and ongoing investment by Auckland
Council in this amenity. The review sought information relevant to Council’s brief by conducting a
research project that was guided by a number of key research questions. These are as follows:
Is Northart visual arts centre relevant, valued and accessible to the geographical, cultural and
artistic communities that it seeks to serve?
Supplementary key research questions:
1.

What factors, challenges, strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats are shaping
the past, present and future of this arts centre, now?

2.

How are these influencing the strategy, development and management of the Centre, now
and in the future?

3.

What decisions, options and/or choices arise that key stakeholders (including the
Committee of Management and Auckland Council) need to make?

2. General findings
2.1 The following set of general findings is supported by a close reading of and engagement with the
research data collected during the course of the ‘360’ review. A framework is offered that enables
each finding to be considered in one of three ways using a traffic light system as set out below:

Status

RED

AMBER

GREEN

Consider
moving into
or taking
action

Things to be
explored to
better
understand
situation

Most agree
that things
are on track

General findings
1 // Vision
That Northart is a vision driven and consistently well managed operation, which has been
sustained across nineteen years of steady development of facilities and services.
2 // Field of expertise
That Northart has boldly and proactively chosen the visual arts as its field of expertise, which
sets it apart from ‘usual’ or ‘normal’ expectations of what a community-based arts facility is. This
leaves it open to misunderstanding and criticism for what it has chosen not to do.
3 // Nature of the organisation
That while Northart presents as a local art gallery, and some have said a dealer gallery, it is a
members and supporters based organisation, focussed on enjoying, promoting and selling
visual arts including applied and craft arts that have been selected to reflect high quality
standards in the making and presentation of the art work.

58

See Part 5, section 1, Auckland Council’s Brief
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4 // Social enterprise
That Northart from a business point of view is best described as a social enterprise offering a
range of services that are firmly focused on the curation, presentation and programming of the
visual arts.
It is an important outlet on the North Shore for exposure to and sale of visual art work
especially by talented visual artists who would find it otherwise difficult to get their work before
the public in an amenity that is specifically focused on presenting high quality visual arts. For
individual artists, these difficulties include age, life-stage (i.e. young or old), impact of paid work
outside the visual arts, limited exhibition history, being new to New Zealand, limited formal
creative arts education and so on.
5 // Reputation
Northart is regarded by many of its users and supporters as the best community-based visual
arts facility in the region, bridging the space and resource deficit between non-professional and
professional arts practice; it has a good reputation for the quality and professionalism of its
curated exhibitions.
6 // Not a dealer gallery
That while North Art does sell its artist-members’ work to maintain its operation and services,
its motivation is not commercial, nor is it primarily for personal gain as would be the case for a
dealer gallery. Therefore Northart is not a dealer gallery.
7 // Local & regional presence
That within the cluster of organisations championing and presenting visual arts programming
on the North Shore, Northart is unique. Though located in a suburban community setting, it is
acknowledged and appreciated for its local and regional presence, its accessibility and for its
enrichment of the various communities with which it successfully interacts.
8 // Credit where credit is due
That Wendy Harsant is acknowledged and credited for the knowledge, skills, drive and
commitment she has shown in the initiation and development of Northart through its stages of
emergence, its challenges and its successes. Wendy has been the ‘heart & soul’ of Northart
bringing her vision and passion to bear on all aspects of Northart’s development over many
years.
9 // Support of members
That Northart is strongly supported by members, because it is focussed and offers a range of
services and opportunities to those members (alongside other users, participants and
contributors to Northart’s programme of exhibitions and events).
10 // Local community’s interest
That Northart is situated in a town centre precinct frequented by retailers, shoppers and other
visitors, who as members of the general public, at least have a curiosity about what Northart
does and a willingness to enter the gallery either out of curiosity, knowledge about an existing
exhibition or through an invitation. This interest is not always encouraged proactively however.
11 // Promotion to local Chinese community
That for members of the Chinese community residing and/or working in the Northcote area,
further consideration be given as to how to promote Northart through networks in that
community including creative ways of extending invitations to individuals and families that
encourages them to find out more about a gallery that is likely to be valued as a great
environment for learning and for allowing kids to appreciate art.
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12 // Independence
That Northart primarily works independently within its community and the broader arts ecology.
While this is understandable in the context of constrained time and resources (including small
staff numbers), independence morphing into isolation is likely to have had:
•

a limiting affect on Northart’s positioning in the local and wider ecology

•

the development of services for and with its communities of interest

•

leveraging resources and networks for existing and new opportunities, and growing the
audience for Northart.

13 // Governance
That the Committee of Management for Northart is acknowledged for the work it has done over
many years guiding the organisation to its present position, for example by providing constant
support to Manager, Wendy Harsant. However the Committee of Management has not
consistently demonstrated sufficient governance authority to lead Northart with a strong
strategic orientation.
The appointment of a new Chair provides the Committee of Management with an important
opportunity to move into a new phase of development that empowers the Committee in its
strategic leadership role. There are a number of known changes and serious challenges facing
Northart imminently with particular reference to the proposed redevelopment of Northcote
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Town Centre including the current site of Northart.
Ideally a full strategic review led by the Chair should take place this year (2017) to identify what
the goals and priorities for Northart should (or could) be for the next three to five years,
including succession planning in the event that current Manager, Wendy Harsant retires and
revenue generations option as Northart develops as a social enterprise. Therefore, as an initial
step to get this work underway, it is timely for a governance review to be undertaken to:
•

Identify the skills and experience of current Committee members

•

What the experience gaps are within the Committee including how to recruit into those
gaps

•

How the crucial work of developing a strategy to guide Northart’s next phase of
development is to be undertaken (including a strategic action plan and business plan)

•

What governance training may be required and how that will be delivered

•

What succession planning is required in the areas of governance and staffing, how this will
be undertaken and over what time-period

•

How to develop and grow Northart as a social enterprise including new revenue
generation streams.

14 // Full capacity
That currently (2017), Northart is operating to the full capacity (and beyond) of its current staff
and financial resources with a heavy reliance on Wendy Harsant to manage and maintain the
operation.
Northart has no further capacity for growth of its services and activities without positive
adjustments to core staff levels and investing in additional task specific project and activity
roles.
15 // Staffing
That Northart is understaffed with just two employees, in relation to the size and scope of its
operations on a daily basis. Neither do employees receive overtime and pay increases are very
infrequent. The conditions of employment at the present time will impact negatively on
recruitment of further staff in the future.
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It is noted that Northart is not yet engaged with Panuku and the process of redevelopment planning and the opportunities
embedded in this work.
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16 // Remuneration
That staff are not remunerated at the appropriate market level in relation to the demands of
their roles, the professional qualifications required and the level of responsibility undertaken.
17 // Volunteers
That Northart relies heavily on its volunteer roster, which is a positive until a volunteer is not
available at short notice or does not turn up. A related issue is that volunteers cannot be
expected to undertake roles and work that require training and specialist knowledge. Therefore
there is a limit to their contribution.
18 // Professional links
That Northart’s professional links and associations in the local and broader ecologies in which
it sits are not developed or exploited. This is a direct consequence of limited staff resources
and time and perhaps a reticience by the Manager to engage in the additional complexities of
collaboration and partnership development, given her present workload.
19 // Value to Kaipātiki
That Northart has successfully offered arts exposure, experience and education to individuals
and local groups and through its work, it plays an important part in the long process of
community enrichment and development especially in Kaipātiki.

3. Addressing the questions posed by Auckland Council
3.1 Auckland Council has asked this ‘360’ review of Northart to provide a finding on how well equipped
or well suited an organisation Northart is for its designated role or purpose.
Taking into account the general findings outlined in section 2 above, the review team finds that
Northart delivers to its stated purpose and to the objectives of its funding agreement with Auckland
Council (via Kaipātiki Local Board, which is directly delivering outcomes aligned to the Auckland
Plan). As well, Northart’s work supports and adds value to at least two goals in Toi Whītiki,
Auckland’s Arts and Culture Strategic Action Plan, principally Goal 1: All Aucklanders can access
and participate in arts and culture; and Goal 3: A network of vibrant arts and culture organisations
and facilities.
Northart has consistently maintained a dynamic programme of exhibitions and events across
nineteen years. It has presented over 700 exhibitions and 260 events and kept the galleries open
to the public, 325 days per year. For a long time, it has demonstrated consistent growth in
programming, sales of art works, membership and volunteer participation. It has drawn an
audience for its programme from all over Auckland and within available resources, it has worked
hard to increase opportunities for talented visual artists, who in the main are non-professionals, so
that they can participate in and grow their visual arts practice.
As well, despite the vagaries of grant funding and financial investment opportunities, Northart has
maintained itself as a viable organisation financially. Benefits to the local community are through
direct participation, e.g. through exhibiting, purchasing art, volunteering and attending group
activities. Local people and visitors also derive benefits via the passive experience of exposure to
art through viewing and engaging, for example passing by Northart on the way to the library.
Northart, through its operational team, maintains high professional, curatorial and presentation
standards, exhibiting the best level of work for each artist included in their exhibition programme.
Facilities have been steadily expanded and upgraded; they are impressive and fit for purpose,
providing an attractive and credible public space for the visual arts – the only such space in the
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Kaipātiki area. This has put Kaipātiki on the map as a significant asset in the network of vibrant arts
and culture organisations and facilities that are crucial to Auckland’s growing reputation as a
vibrant creative city.
3.2 In addition to the addressing the finding described in 3.1 above, Auckland Council has specifically
identified in its brief a number of issues that it also seeks comment on. These issues are set out
below:
Issue 1
What is the impact that nearby developments (i.e. of Northcote Town Centre) could or are having
on Northart and its local community?
Northart is located in the Noman King Building in the Northcote Town Centre, which is owned by
Auckland Council. The redevelopment of the town centre is aligned to a larger project that includes
a housing development on land owned by Housing New Zealand that has the potential to create
new housing sites. In the proposed development plans for the town centre, the Norman King
Building is marked for demolition so that Ernie Mays Street can be extended. It is envisaged,
though not confirmed, that a new multi-purpose community facility will be built in the town centre. It
is not known what amenities and services will be included in this new facility. The budget for
extending Ernie Mays Street is in Panuku Development Auckland’s high-level planning document
for the 2018/19 year. Should this time-line be current (and it was not possible to confirm this during
the review) then the redevelopment will have an almost immediate impact on Northart.
Issue 2
How could Northart create mutually beneficial relationships with local businesses and public
facilities such as the library?
The first step is identifying the value and rewards of partnership and collaboration development in
the context of Northart’s current programme and its future development and growth. From there,
staff resources need to be freed up or additional investment is required into new roles that focus on
this work. In the context of the Northcote Town Centre redevelopment, attention to building
beneficial relationships with key stakeholders such as the Northcote Library and influencers, for
example, Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust, is crucial – now.
Issue 3
Who does Northart currently serve and conversely, what sectors of the local community does the
Northart not currently serve?
Northart has a local and regional identity in that it serves artists and the public in the local area,
and also attracts non-residents from many parts of Auckland into Kaipātiki.
The core expertise and services of Northart, in the primary areas of curating, exhibiting and
promoting visual arts engagement, are recognised by the review team as the principal purpose of
the organisation. In delivering to its purpose, Northart does engage with its local community as a
second order priority that more often than not is delivered through the provision of its primary
core services. These include exhibitions, window displays, children’s classes, artists’ talks and
special interest group events.
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Issue 4
How do communities located in the area perceive Northart?
A member of the review team, Allan Xia is Mandarin speaking and he was charged with
interviewing to camera, retailers in the Northcote Town Centre who are offering goods and services
targeting customers from China and other Asian countries as well interviewing pedestrians passing
by. A short film, including sub-titles from Mandarin to English has been made. Interviewees
included people from Maori, Pasifika, European and Chinese ethnicities. Assuming that these
people are representatives of communities located in the Northcote area, the majority of those who
knew about Northart in the first place had a favourable impression of it. In a couple of instances,
respondents had attended shows or submitted work into an exhibition. Perceptions included not
being sure if one is allowed to go inside or to ask questions about what’s on. Overall, the key issue
was promotion including more in Mandarin to invite people into the gallery. So how do some local
people, who on one particular day were at Northcote Town Centre, perceive Northart? Surprisingly
well, with a curiosity in the main about what Northart does, a willingness to find out more and a
wish to be invited in.
Issue 5
How could Northart better serve various communities of interest?
The starting point is noted in Finding #14, which recommends that the Committee of Management
undertake a strategic review this year to identify what the goals and priorities for Northart should
(or could) be for the next three to five years. Such a review would proactively identify who
Northart’s current communities of interest are, who is missing from this group and how to engage a
range of representatives from current and future communities of interest in the development and
growth or Northart. Consultation and participation is key, fuelled by a willingness to first seek to
understand by asking a series of questions of people representing various communities of interest.
Issue 6
How can Northart consult with and receive feedback from various stakeholder groups including
artists who have exhibited their work at Northart, members of the Kaipātiki Local Board and the
Northart Committee of Management?
Within the constraints of available staffing resources, consultation and feedback processes are
already in play within the operations of Northart. While the review did not assess the quality of
these processes nor their results, a number of suggestions are made in the interests of continuous
improvement. The Committee of Management should consider establishing a small group to whom
artists in contact with Northart can provide feedback when it inappropriate or undesirable for that
feedback to be provided directly to Manager, Wendy Harsant. The review uncovered one situation
where such a provision would have assisted an exhibiting artist to bring closure to a number of
issues that he had.
Some members of Kaipātiki Local Board are attending exhibition openings frequently and that is
encouraged across the whole Local Board so that all members become as familiar as possible with
Northart’s current programme and the potential of Northart into the future. This will be increasingly
necessary as decisions connected to the redevelopment of the Northcote Town Centre and
affecting Northart are made by Auckland Council.
The Northart Committee of Management is regrouping under new Chair, Jacqueline Aust. It is
proposed in this report that a governance review be undertaken, which includes consideration of
how the Committee can, in the interests of continuous improvement, grow its decision-making
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capacity to support the development of a stronger relationship between the governance and
operational arms of Northart.
Issue 7
Is the level of funding received from Auckland Council sufficient to deliver Council’s expectations?
NorthArt consistently produces high-quality results for members, supporters and the public. As
effectively the only visible arts organisation in the Kaipātiki area, it provides over 45 exhibitions per
year and is open at no direct cost to the public for 330 days per year. There is significant
attendance at exhibitions and it provides a unique local (and regional) outlet for the sale of quality
artworks at reasonable costs.
Northart receives public investment from Auckland Council, philanthropic organisations and private
benefactors, which is vital to Northart being able to maintain its current operational model in a local
60
community setting. The organisation is well managed financially and earns a substantial
percentage of its income from sales as a contribution to its operational costs.
Northart’s degree of self-sufficiency is subject to fluctuations in sales from year to year, and
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increasing costs, which are inhibiting factors to its development. Therefore, even with its own
income earning efforts, Northart operates a lean operation and service with little or no provision in
the operating budget to engage additional staffing support or respite support.
Therefore as at 2017, Northart is operating at capacity (and beyond) taking into consideration its
minimal staffing, constrained budget and the limits of its physical resources. The effect includes an
over reliance on the staff of two, in particular the long-serving Director of Northart, who is not well
remunerated by Northart Incorporated Society for her work, long service and commitment. The
organisation relies heavily on the favours and the availability of volunteers, supporters and
commercial benefactors to maintain its services and premises. While free support is appropriate to
some degree for an organisation of this nature, the reliance on this support for the delivery and
maintenance of core services can equally be seen as a challenge to the long-term viability and
sustainability of Northart, no more so than when, in time, the current Director of Northart retires
from her role.
The impression is that the core operation of Northart is under-resourced and this impacts
negatively on the sustainability and potential development of Northart and its services. Positioning
Northart for survival and growth is crucial however, no more so than now in the context of the
redevelopment of Northcote Town Centre. Given the acceptance for the benefits of an increased
operational expendituture including fair and reasonable renumeration for the Director and
increased attention to marketing, the Northart Incorporated Society is advised to seek additional
grant funding, noting that the Kaipātiki Local Borad maybe a source of such extra funding.
In the longer-term, consideration should be given by Auckland Council to the recommendations or
options defined by any strategic review that Northart’s Committee of Management is recommended
62
to undertake.
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For example, Northart holds the equivalent of almost three months operating costs in reserve to accommodate annual
shortfalls and cash-flow issues.
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For example, in the main Northart presents exhibitions from which it can derive income through the sale of works. This can
limit the range of visual arts experiences that it offers the public.
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See Finding #13, page 27 of this report.
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Issue 8
Are all funding options being utilised?
The finances of Northart are well managed and accounted for year to year with a modest surplus
posted most years enabling the organisation to hold a three to four month operational reserve and
to maintain a position of financial stability. Income is however vulnerable to variations particularly in
the sale of art works, which is difficult to forecast.
Northart exhibits attributes that would identify it as a social enterprise; however, Northart does not
yet perceive itself in that model, thereby contributing to some confusion about Northart’s business
objectives and retail services.
Within a granting mind-set, all grant funding options are in view and pursued as relevant and
appropriate. However, the investment mindset that accompanies a social enterprise model is weak.
Issue 9
Is it possible for Northart to serve a wider community via its current operating model and if not,
what might need to change (including for example, whether Northart should be a multi-purpose
space rather than a visual arts gallery only)?
This issue is addressed below in three complementary parts from a starting point that Northart has
established very successfully as an independent organisation and is valued as such by many
people and organisations that it has touched. It is from this position of strength and an
acknowledgement of a desire by many to protect the success of Northart that careful consideration
is given to the issue that Auckland Council has raised.
1. Is it possible for Northart to serve a wider community via its current operating model?
Yes with a requirement that the resources be found to deliver a professionally managed
promotions and communications plan in order to more effectively reach and engage with that
wider community, locally and regionally. There is mounting evidence that the interest is there,
including in communities that are traditionally not associated with the expression of
contemporary visual arts.
2.

What might need to change to the operating model?
Northart has the potential to have a much greater local and regional impact were it to be
revisioned and resourced as an upgraded facility for the promotion and enjoyment of curated
visual arts programmes featuring works on paper and small objects alongside a
complementary events programme. The first step would require the Committee of
Management and the Manager agreeing to position Northart for development and growth so
that the operating model can be expanded, initially as available resources permit. In time, that
expansion would increase as more staff resources were brought on board to enroll supporters,
investors and funders. Running parallel, attention could be put on what collaboration
opportunities exist with other arts centres and agencies on the North Shore and in greater
Auckland to strengthen what Northart offers across some or all aspects of its work.

3.

Should Northart be a multi-purpose space rather than a visual arts gallery only?
In short, no. Northart is an independent organisation that delivers value to its members, local
communities of interest and Auckland’s regional creative ecology. A finding of this review is
that the independence of the organisation is highly valued by many people including key
stakeholders such Kaipātiki Local Board.
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Any consideration in terms of repositioning Northart’s amenities in the redevelopment of the
Northcote Town Centre needs to take into account benefits that come from Northart being
maintained as an independent organisation. These benefits include:
•

Social enterprise activity which increases the overall revenue available to deliver
programmes that stand out

•

The immediate accessibility that ground floor positioning provides into a space that has
only one function (rather than a multiplicity of purposes)

•

The professional ethos and focus of Northart, and

•

The opportunity to provide a unqiue visual arts space, architecturally designed that brings
even more people into Northcote and positions Kaipātiki as a strong contributor to
Auckland as a creative city.
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Appendix One
Glossary
‘360’ Review

A term that is principally used in the organisation development field of Human
Relations (HR); in that context is a professional opportunity that enables coworkers to provide feedback on a person’s performance, which is usually
requested by that person’s manager.
In the context of this report and as requested by its commissioner, Auckland
Council, ‘360’ is defined is a review of Northart that is solicited from all
directions in the geographical, cultural and community ecologies in which it is
a contributor.
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld

Aesthetic

Stimulating the senses; the opposite of anasthetic, which dulls or deadens the
senses
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld (influenced by the work of Dr. Ralph Bathurst, Massey
University)

(The) Arts

All forms of creative and interpretative expression that utilise imagination and
skill in the creation of aesthetic objects and experiences.
Source: Creative New Zealand (with additions by Elisabeth Vaneveld)

Arts centre

An arts centre is a functional facility that is located in a specific geographic
location to encourage the practice of the arts usually in a defined arts
discipline, e.g. visual arts, theatre, music.
An arts centre can provide one or more or the following: space for the
exhibition and performance of arts-based creative work, workshop areas,
educational facilities and technical equipment.
Source: Wikipedia

Arts infrastructure
(‘Hard’ and ‘soft’)

Arts infrastructure can either be ‘hard’ or ‘soft’.
•

‘Hard’ connotes physical facilities and permanent or sustainable systems
and organisations, e.g. theatres and galleries, arts and cultural arts
institutions, resource agencies.

•

‘Soft’ infrastructure includes networks, intellectual capital, the known
norms of a field or discipline, field/discipline knowledge, learning
programmes, tools and equipment, incentive programmes, human
resources and industry knowledge to utilise and / or manipulate and / or
develop and / or adapt the conditions (the ecology) that generate, create
and / or grow arts and cultural products (being a community’s cultural
capital).

Dictionary definition of
‘Infrastructure’:
1.

An underlying base or foundation,
especially for an organisation or a
system

2.

The basic facilities, services, and
installations needed for the functioning of
a community or society, such as
transportation and communications
systems, water and power lines, and
public institutions including schools, post
offices, and prisons

Arts sector

Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld & Richard Howard

‘The arts sector’ includes all profit, nonprofit and public enterprise and
institutions including incorporated and unincorporated enterprises as well as
self-employed artists that:
(a)

Use one or more of the arts as a primary factor of production, e.g.
advertising, fashion, industrial and product design;

(b)

Use one or more of the arts as a tied-good in consumption, e.g. home
entertainment hardware, magazines and newspapers; and/or,

(c)

Produce one or more of the arts as their final output, i.e. create,
produce, distribute and/or conserve goods and services in the literary,
media, performing, visual and/or heritage arts.

Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld & Richard Howard

Clusters

Communities of practice
Source: Wikipedia
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Communities of interest

A community of people who share a common interest or passion. These
people exchange ideas and thoughts about the given interest, but may know
(or care) little about each other outside of this area.
Source: Wikipedia

Community

The word "community" is derived from the Old French communité which is
derived from the Latin communitas (cum, "with/together" + munus,"gift"), a
broad term for fellowship or organized society.
The term has two distinct meanings:
•

A group of interacting people, possibly living in close proximity, and often
refers to a group that shares some common values, and is attributed
with social cohesion within a shared geographical location, generally in
social units larger than a household. The word can also refer to the
national community or international community

•

In biology a community is a group of interacting living organisms sharing
a populated environment.

Source: Wikipedia

Community (The)

‘The community’ refers to the local authorities, central government agencies,
the community and voluntary sector, the private sector and other
organisations/agencies presented as a whole population in either a locality,
region or national setting.
Representative groupings of ‘the community’ can be local business interests,
residents’ representatives, community groups and organisations and elected
members to a range of agencies, organisations and groups.
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld

Community Cultural Development
(CCD)

Describes a way of working together in communities using arts and cultural
practices. It is based upon values that emphasise people doing things
together that expand their awareness and understanding of the meanings life
has for them, by making images and symbols which illuminate that meaning.
It is people telling their own stories and expressing their vision of themselves.
CCD tends to emphasise the process of making work using arts and cultural
practices as much as the product of making the work. In CCD work there is
an important relationship between the quality of participation, the degree of
community ownership and the relevance of the final product.
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld

Connection

A means or channel of communication to establish a rapport or relationship;
to join or fasten together; to associate or consider as related.
Source: Online dictionary

Content

Is the presentation of information for a purpose to an audience through a
channel in a form (i.e. genre plus media type)
Source: thewordfactory.com

Creative community

Is made up of individuals, groups, collectives and organisations who are
engaged in creating, presenting, distributing and/or promoting a creative
practice and / or supplying tools that are directly relevant to a creative
practice
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld

Creative ecology

An emerging concept in cultural policy that places the arts and creativity
within a holistic worldview and reveals interdependencies with economic,
social, cultural and environmental systems.
Source: Elise Sterback & Eisabeth Vaneveld
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Culture

The word ‘culture’ is most commonly used in three basic senses:
•

Excellence of taste in the fine arts and humanities (also known as high
culture)

•

An integrated pattern of human knowledge, beliefs and behaviour that
depend upon the capacity for symbolic thought and social learning,

•

A set of shared attitudes, values, goals and practices that characterizes
a people, an institution, organisation or group.

It is widely acknowledged that ‘culture’ is a difficult word to define; however in
local government or central government policy setting, ‘culture’ commonly
includes the following elements:
•

community and individual identity, language, place, spirit, stories,
symbols and the land.

When considering the combination of these elements, there is an
understanding that culture defines and shapes both the physical and social
aspects of a place and the communities to be found there. For example,
cultural considerations determine the way people shape their environment
through choices made about such things as land management, transport
schemes, housing styles and community amenities, to name but a few.
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld

Curator (visual arts)

A qualified person (by way of professional experience and/or education) who
chooses, usally in an art gallery setting and increasingly online, art works and
decides how they will be displayed for exhibition taking into consideration the
exhibition theme, technical considerations and intended audience.
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld

Dealer gallery

Usually owned by an art dealer, who is a person or company that buys and
sells works of arts. A dealer gallery will typically have a number of artists that
it more often than not, exclusively represents. Through relationships that are
continuously being developed and grown with collectors and museums, the
dealer gallery will offer into the market place, the work of artists that it
represents.
In some instances the dealer gallery may provide a range of services its
stable of artists including upholding an artist’s copy-right in the market place,
commissioning an artist to produce a specific portfolio of work and negotiating
pricing.
Often a dealer gallery is focused on a specific genre of work and will have a
group of collectors in its network that it offers work to first.
Dealer galleries operate in the business side of the art world as they need to
keep up with trends in the market including knowledge about the style of art
people want to buy at given point in time. They also offer services including
valuing artworks, procuring artwork for special projects and providing advice
to organisations in the public and private sectors intent on buying and
displaying art work for, for example, new building developments.
Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld & Richard Howard

Fit for purpose assessment

An assessment of how well equipped or well suited the organisation is for its
designated role or purpose.
Source: Online dictionary

Identity

Psychologists most commonly use the term "identity" to describe personal
identity, or the idiosyncratic things that make a person unique. Meanwhile,
sociologists often use the term to describe social identity, or the collection of
group memberships that define the individual. However, these uses are not
proprietary, and each discipline may use either concept and each discipline
may combine both concepts when considering a person's identity.
Source: Wikipedia
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Sustainability

A term that through indiscriminate usage, no longer has a standardised single
definition. The idea of sustainability is often expressed as series of principles
or criteria as a sort of checklist. Criteria can include:
•

The contribution of the item or project under consideration to material and
non-material wellbeing

•

Intergenerational and intragenerational equity

•

Maintenance of diversity

•

Maintenance of cultural system

•

Recognition of interdependence

Source: Elisabeth Vaneveld

Viability

Capable of success or continuing effectiveness; practicable (which means:
capable of being effected, done, or put into practice; feasible).
Source: Online dictionary

Visual Arts

The visual arts are art forms such as ceramics, drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking, design, crafts, photography, video, filmmaking, literature, and
architecture. Many artistic disciplines (performing arts, conceptual art, textile
arts) involve aspects of the visual arts as well as arts of other types.
Source: Wikipedia
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Appendix Two
Profile of the Kaipātiki Local Board area
including Northcote
Total population // Kaipātiki Local Board Area
Place

Population

Auckland City: urban and rural areas
North Shore (of Auckland)

Notes

Source

Estimated growth @ 2016:
1,497,020

2013 Census: Statistics New
Zealand

273,594

Estimate growth 307,960
@ 2016 (1.41% per year)

2013 Census: Statistics New
Zealand

82,494

Actual increase 3363
since 2006 census (1.3 %
per year)

2013 Census: Statistics New
Zealand

1,415,550

Kaipātiki Local Board area incl.
Northcote

Area accounts for 5.8% of
Auckland’s population

Kaipātiki Local Board 2013
Census Analysis Report

Population Profile // Kaipātiki Local Board Area // 2013 Census
Ethnic identity

Population

Notes
Compared to 8.8% as at the 2006 Census, there is a small
decrease in the 2013 Census

Maori

6,615 // 8.5% of total
area population

European

50,700 // 64.9% of total
area population

Europeans comprise 59.3% of Auckland’s population

20,559 // 26.3% of total
area population

People of Asian descent comprise 23.1% of Auckland’s population

Asian descent

Pacific people

4,602 // 5.9% of total
area population

Middle Eastern

1,932 // 2.55% of total
area population

Other

1,110 // 1.4% of total
area population

In Kaipātiki, there is a 2.1% increase in the European population
compared to the 2006 Census
In Kaipātiki, the Asian population has increased from 22% of the
area’s population in 2006, an increase of 4.3%

Age Profile // Kaipātiki Local Board Area // 2013 Census
Profile
Median age
Residents over 65 years old

Data

Notes

35.2 years

32.1 years across Auckland

9,462

24.9% increase since 2006 Census count of 7,578

15 years to 64 years

57,063

Children & youth under 15
years

15,996
Median Incomes // Kaipātiki Local Board Area // 2013 Census
Income

Notes

Median personal income

$31,900

Slightly higher than $29,600 median across Auckland as a whole

Median household income

$78,600

Higher than the broader Auckland median of $76,500

Accommodation Profile // Kaipātiki Local Board Area // 2013 Census
Home ownership

65.8%

One family households

71.5%

Sole occupants

18.2%

Auckland as a whole is 61.4%
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Average house & renting prices as at July 2016 in areas including & adjacent to Northcote
Albany
Bayswater

$985,534

$571

$1,119,500

$610

Beach Haven

$817,389

$499

Birkdale

$751,211

$480

Birkenhead

$980,906

$558

Browns Bay

$1,049,805

$551

Dairy Flat

$2,214,500

$516

Devonport

$1,368,462

$670

Forrest Hill

$1,154,353

$567

$837,211

$496

Greenhithe

$1,059,667

$545

Mairangi Bay

$1,167,563

$587

Milford

$1,192,077

$626

Murrays Bay

$1,224,467

$572

$996,792

$541

$1,435,667

$701

$875,000

$565

$1,142,250

$619

$973,691

$532

$1,565,625

$633

$899,235

$545

Glenfield

Northcote
Northcote Point
Northcross
Rothesay Bay
Sunnynook
Takapuna
Torbay

Academic & Training Qualifications // Kaipātiki Local Board Area // 2013 Census
Formal qualifications of
population

86.8%

84.2% in 2006

Percentage of population
over 15 years old with no
formal qualifications

13.2%

16.8% across broader Auckland
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Appendix Three
Auckland North // Arts Centres,
Theatres & Galleries63
Amenity
The Arts Centre
A project of Art Kaipara Inc. with a
focus on discovering art for the first
time or furthering existing
knowledge. Offers opportunities to
learn, to exhibit and to have fun. All
ages and abilities working together.

Bruce Mason Centre
BMC is a leading arts &
entertainment venue on the North
Shore. It won the meidum Venue
of the Year Award at the annual
EVANZ Awards in 2015.

Location
Helensville
Auckland

Offering
Exhibition programme
Arts education classes &
workshops

Governance
Committee of Management
Incorporated Society
Operations
Coordinator

Takapuna
Auckland

1119 seat theatre that can be
transformed into flat floor
space for up to 450 guests
Performing arts events

A facility run by Auckland Live
for Regional Facilities
Auckland, a CCO of Auckland
Council

Conference facilities
Exhibition space
Bar

The Depot Arts Space
A community-based arts centre
with a focus on community
participation, employment and
youth initiatives. The Depot
encourages and promotes
exhibitions, workshops, concerts
and opportunities to work, practise
and develop skills and talents
in the arts.

Devonport
Auckland

Exhibitions
Retail art sales

Board of Trustees
Charitable Trust

Sound studio

Operations

Programming & events

Creative Director

Research and publications

Gallery Curator

Arts employment programme

Gallery Coordinator

Community interaction

Arts lab Manager

Meeting space hire

Arts Lab creative career
consultant x2

Hall hire

Arts Lab programme
administrator
Arts lab film & TV mentor
Media producer
Sound studio manager
Sound Engineer

Estuary Arts Centre

Orewa

Retail art sales

The Estuary Arts Centre is the hub
of the local art scene in
the Orewa arrea.

Kowhai Art & Craft
A community based organisation
supporting arts and crafts in
Warkworth since 1975. Members
attend to develop skills, build
friendships and to participate in
creative programmes.

63

Exhibitions

Warkworth

Committee of Management
Incorporated Society

Visual arts education
programme

Operations

Occasional workshops

Committee of volunteers
Incorporated Society

Facilities to work on projects at
one’s own pace

Coordinator

Groups: Painting; pottery;
creative bookmaking; printmaking; porcelain painting; silk
painting; spinning & weaving;
felting; calligraphy; glass art

Sources:
•
Auckland Council Website Landing Page: Arts centres, theatres and galleries – North
•
Information also drawn from the respective websites of the organisations listed
•
Information provided by key informants in a number of the arts centres listed
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Amenity

Location

Offering

Governance

Kumeu Arts Centre

Kumeu

Exhibition programme

The Kumeu Arts Centre offers
events, exhibitions, facilities for
hire, classes and art for all ages.
This venue is establishing itself as
a great space for performing and
static arts, classes and workshops.

Auckland

Classes & workshops

Committee of Management
Incorporated Society

Untutoried groups

Operations

Music events (“Kumeu Live)

Coordinator

Events incl. artist talks
Festivals
Poetry events
Special projects

Lake House Arts Centre
Lake House is a community arts
centre and gallery in a heritage
building setting. It offers a wide
range of arts opportunities and
has a new exhibition every
three weeks.

Takapuna
Auckland

Exhibitions
Classes & workshops

Board of Trustees
Charitable Trust

Studios and working facilities
for artists & producers

Operations

Programming and events

Education Coordinator

School holidays programme

Venue Hire Coordinator

Community interaction

Gallery Coordination /
Administrator

Artist promotion
Art education via a schools
programme

General Manager

Weekend Supervisor
Accounts Administrator

Venue hire
Retail art sales
Art shop
Cafe

Mairangi Bay Arts Centre
Mairangi Arts Centre is a
community arts centre dedicated to
education and fostering growth in
the visual arts in North Shore. It
offers a wide range of classes and
the gallery features exhibitions of
local and national artists.

Northarts
Northart focusses on the visual
arts. Its exhibition galleries have
changing exhibitions that highlight
a diverse range of visual art forms
created by artists living on the
North Shore, Auckland and
elsewhere in New Zealand.

The PumpHouse
The PumpHouse is a community
arts centre, theatre and exhibition
gallery. Its superb acoustics and
raked auditorium make it ideal for
summer concerts and drama.

Mairangi
Bay

Exhibitions – practicing artists
and community

Board of Trustees
Charitable Trust

Auckland

Retails sales

Operations

Classes & workshops

Administrator

Prisons’ arts programme

Arts Facilitator

Venue hire

Graphic artists
Tutors

Northcote
Auckland

Gallery spaces
Curated programme
Gallery time programme for
children

Committee of Management
Incorporated Society
General Manager
Administrator

Art sales
Artist talks
Member events

Takapuna
Auckland

Performance programme
Children’s theatre seasons via
Tim Bray Productions

Board of Trustees
Charitable Trust
Operations

Holiday programmes

Business Manager

Café and bar

Ticketing Manager
Community Engagement
Coordinator
Venues Operations
Coordinator
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Amenity

Location

Offering

Governance

The Rose Centre

Belmont

Venue for hire

The Rose Centre is a bright,
modern performance venue,
community centre and community
pre-school in the heart of
Belmont. It has a fully
functional intimate theatre with
tiered seating offering comfort at
affordable rates for a huge range
of performance based events.

Auckland

Community hub

Committee of management
Incorporated Society

Community pre-school

Operations

Home of Company Theatre

Centre Manager

Te Hana Te Ao Marama

Te Hana

Guided tours of an authentic
Maori Village

Board of Trustees
Charitable Trust

Te Hana Te Ao Marama is one of
Auckland’s leading Maori Cultural
Centres offering a variety of
authentic Maori experiences

Maori cultural experience
packages including powhiri,
hangi, village tour & cultural
performance
Educational visits
Hui
Overnight stays
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Appendix Four
Research Plan

Overarching Research Question:
Is Northart Visual Arts Centre relevant, valued and accessible to the geographical, cultural and artistic communities
that it seeks to serve?

Supplementary key research questions:
1.

What factors, challenges, strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats are shaping the past, present and
future of this arts centre, now?

2.

How are these influencing the strategy, development and management of the Centre - now and in the future?

3.

What decisions, options and/or choices arise that key stakeholders (including the Committee of Management
and Auckland Council) need to make?

Research Project

Key Questions

Supplementary Questions

1.

1.

1.

What geographical areas does Northart
serve?

2.

What are the demographics of those
areas?

3.

What are the major demographic
similarities & differences of those areas?

4.

What patterns of arrival & migration
influence the ‘look & feel’ of the areas?

5.

What have been and currently are the
cultural wellsprings in the area served by
the Northart?

6.

What does existing research say about
community pride, cultural needs, social
gaps, community aspirations &
challenges?

Local area
‘environmental scan’
Research methods: Desktop research &
photographic essay
including:

1.

Current maps

2.

Demographic information
from Auckland Council &
Statistics New Zealand

3.

Existing social research that
provides historical and
contemporary information
about how the geographical
area in which the Centre sits
has been developed over
time

4.

Existing cultural research
including oral history
accounts about the
development of cultural
resources in the area

5.

Existing social research that
provides current information
about community aspirations
and needs

What are the key
characteristics & demographics
of the geographical, cultural
and artistic communities that
Northart seeks to serve?
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Research Project

Key Questions

Supplementary Questions

2.

1.

What hard arts & cultural
infrastructure currently exists in
the locality (and communities)
served by Northart?

1.

2.

What soft arts & cultural
infrastructure currently exists in
the locality in the locality (and
communities) served by
Northart?

Cultural amenities
stocktake (incl. Northart)
Research methods: Desktop research &
photographic essay

3.

For each arts & culture physical amenity
(hard infrastructure), summarise the
following:
1.

Short history since establishment

2.

Current purpose, role and/or
contribution

3.

Which communities the amenity
serves

4.

Current governance, staffing &
resourcing arrangements

5.

Current strategy (in the context of
being a sustainable entity)

6.

How the amenity is funded

7.

Current needs & issues (if these are
documented)

8.

What networks, intellectual capital,
learning programs, special events,
festivals, tools & equipment and
field/discipline knowledge are
developed and/or being utilised by
the amenity to grow arts and
culture?

Key informant
interviews

Chair: Committee of
Management; General Manager

1.

What values drive your involvement with
Northart?

With:
Wendy Harsant
(General Manager)

1.

Your journey into the position
that allows you to contribute to
Northart now?

2.

2.

What are the key highlights in
that journey (in your role) over
the past three years (or in
Jacqueline’s since you began
as Chair)?

What is the value of Northart to
members? Local community?
Auckland’s creative ecology? How do
you know?

3.

What is Northart’s greatest strength?

4.

In what area(s) is Northart ‘weak’? Why?

5.

What problems are really biting Northart
at the moment?

6.

How are you in your role managing / or
engaging with these problems?

7.

KCFT: How does Northart contribute (or
not) to KCFT’s strategy and strategic
plan?

8.

How is the Committee of Management
(in the case of Northart) engaging with
current problems?

9.

What threat(s) seem manageable?
Which threats seem insurmountable?

Jacqueline Aust
(Chair: Committee of
Management)
Jill Nerheny
(Coordinator: Kaipātiki
Community Facilities Trust)
Maggie Gresson (Executive
Director: Artists Alliance)
Danielle Grant
(Chair: Kaipātiki Local Board)

3.
4.

SWOT (from the perspective of
your role)
What is your vision for Northart
three years from now? 10 years
from now?
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Research Project

4.

Key Questions

Supplementary Questions

Key informant
interviews

Coordinator: Kaipātiki
Community Facilities Trust

10. What opportunities are ‘low-hanging
fruit’?

continued

1.

What elements of the Trust’s
journey since it was launched
have crossed paths with or
impacted on and/or contributed
to Northart?

11. How can this review project assist you to
develop your vision for Northart?

2.

What role does Northart play /
contribute to the social /
community ecology of
Kaipātiki?

1.

Reflecting on the past – the
highs and the lows alongside
various needs, gaps and
opportunities, what can be
learned that is relevant to the
development of Northart into
the future?

Northart Committee of
Management Workshop
// Tuesday, 24 January
2017
All members attended this
workshop

1.

What has Northart taken from that ‘past’
into ‘the here & now’? (Think: vision,
purpose, governance arrangements,
systems, policies, processes, ways of
doing things, responsibilities, habits,
behaviors etc.)
Of all the things that Northart has
learned over the past 10 or so years
about the visual arts and the creative,
social and community ecology of the
geographical area that it serves, what
do you think should be taken into the
future five years of the organisation?

2.

What are the opportunities from now,
five to ten years into the future?

3.

What needs and/or gaps do these
opportunities address or impact or
ameliorate?

4.

Considering opportunities that have
been identified as top priority:

5.

•

Why do the priority opportunities
matter?

•

What would they bring to Northart?

•

What would they bring to users of
Northart?

•

What would they bring to
Northcote?

•

What would they bring to
Auckland’s creative ecology?

What has been learned from users of
Northart that is relevant to implementing
these opportunities?
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Research Project

Key Questions

5.

1.

Northart ‘Users’ &
members workshops //
Monday, 13 February,
1.30pm & 7.00pm
25 members / users
attended

5.

Kaipātiki Local Board
workshop //
Wednesday, 8 February
2017
All Board members were
present

1.

Reflecting on the past, present
and future including various
needs, gaps and opportunities,
what can be learned that is
relevant to the future
development of Northart as a
centre for the visual arts in
Auckland?

Reflecting on the past, present
and future including various
needs, gaps and opportunities,
what can be learned that is
relevant to the future
development of Northart as a
centre for the visual arts in
Auckland?

Supplementary Questions
Four rounds:
1.

When did you first engage with Northart?
Why?

2.

What does Northart offer you?

3.

What do you see the purpose of Northart
is?

4.

Where do you think or feel Northart is
heading? Why?

Three rounds:
1.

What is Northart’s greatest strength?
Why?

2.

How does Northart contribute to the
Kaipātiki Local Board Plan outcomes?

3.

Thinking about the next three to five
years, what is the biggest opportunity for
Northart, in your view?
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Appendix Five
Northart '360' Review // Schedule of Documents

1

Governance Documents

1A

Northart Society Inc. Constitution & Rules

1B

Northart Society Inc. Strategic Plan 2015/2016

1C

Northart Society Inc. Business Plan 2015/2016
Vision // Mission // Goals & Objectives // Market Analysis // Competitors // Strengths & Weaknesses // Staff
// Financial Projections

1D

2016 Annual Accounts

1E

Funding Agreement: Northart Inc & Auckland Council

1F

Northart Annual Report to Kaipātiki Local Board 2016 incl performance measures

2

Northart Programming

2A

Northart Exhibition Schedule 2015/2016

2B

Victoria Anderson: Vacations I Havent' Taken // 31 Oct - 16 Nov 2016

2C

Pocket Edition Exhibition: Small Works for Large Walls // 19 Nov - 16 Dec 2016

2D

Snapshot 016 // 3 - 10 Dec 2016

2E

Windows & Mirrors // 5 - 16 Dec 2016

3

Research Documents

3A

Auckland Plan

3B

Toi Whitiki: Auckland's Arts & Culture Strategic Action Plan

3C

List of Local Board Chairs 2016-2019 triennium

3D

Kaipātiki Local Board Plan 2014

3E

Panuku Development Auckland: Northcote Town Centre Renewal // High Level Project Plan

3F

Mind-map of workshop facilitated by Northart Chair, Jacqueline Aust; mid 2016

3G

Key Informant Interview with Wendy Harsant, 11 Oct 2016

3H

Working notes provided to Elisabeth Vaneveld during key informant interview with Wendy Harsant

3I

Working notes taken by Elisabeth Vaneveld during key informant interview with Wendy Harsant 11 Oct
2016

3J

Key Informant Interview with Jacqueline Aust, 31 October 2016

3K

Northart CoM Group Discussion 24 Jan 2017

3L

Northart CoM Group Discussion 24 Jan 2017 // Individual sticky notes by CoM members

3M

Consultation meeting with Jill Nerhney by Richard Howard & Elisabeth Vaneveld 25 Jan 2017

3N

Individual submissions from users / members of Northart, Feb 2017

3O

Invitation to Northart users / members to workshop sessions held on 13 Feb 2017

3P

Notes incl. 'sticky notes' // Northart users / members Workshop 1, 13 Feb 2017

3Q

Notes incl. 'sticky notes' // Northart users / members Workshop 2, 13 Feb 2017

3R

Individual submissions from users / members of Northart, Feb 2017

3S

Kaipātiki Local Board: Consultation Workshop 8 Feb 2017
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3T

Kaipātiki Community Facilities Trust Strategic Plan 2010 - 2020

3U

The Kaipātiki Information Trail: A guide for new residents

3V

Kaipātiki Explorer // 7th Edition - 2017

3W

"Golden Years - Beating the odds & thriving in arts & performance is no mean feat"

3X

Published information about the sculpture by Lyndon Smith in the Northcote Town Centre

3Y

Northcote Central Project: Stage 1 Community Consultation 2003

3Z

Northcote Central Project: Stage 2 Community Consultation 2004

3AA

Public Art in Kaipātiki: Kelly Carmichael 2011/12

3BB

State of Auckland Demographic Report Cards // Devonport-Takapuna; Kaipātiki; Upper Harbour

3CC

Video interviews with a sample of people passing by Northart & selected shopkeepers in the Northcote
Town Centre, December 2016

4

Northart 360 Review Team Documents

4A

Meeting notes: Elisabeth Vaneveld & Richard McWha, Sept 2016

4B

Services Agreement: Northart 360 Review: Auckland Council & The Big Idea Trust

4C

Facilitation Plan: CoM Workshop, 24 Jan 2017, 5.30pm - 9.30pm

4D

Facilitation Plan: Members & Users Workshops, 13 Feb 2017, 1.30pm & 7pm

4E

Facilitation Plan: Consultation Workshop, Kaipātiki Local Board, 8 Feb, 1.30pm - 2.30pm
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